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Report by Nick Walkley
Forgive if you will this slight intrusion 
to your magazine. As a trumpet player, 
despite being the son of a trombonist, 
I can’t confess I’ve ever had the urge to 
attend a trombone conference before. 
However, as it seems every literate 
trombonist was either too busily involved 
in the event or too frantically stocking up 
on Slide-o-Mix from the trade stands, the 
task of reporting this event has fallen to 
me - and how blessed I was in this duty! 
Whilst attentively listening to my third or 
fourth compelling trombone performance, 
it turns out there was little feeling that 
this was ever going to feel like a long day, 
much rather the opposite, despite the 
packed schedule. 
Following a mass warm up in Duke’s 
Hall, the proceedings kicked off with the 
inaugural Bob Hughes Bass Trombone 
competition, held in the Henry Wood 
Room, tightly contested against a slightly 
distracting background of London traffic 
noise and enthusiastic practising piano 
students in adjacent rooms. Despite this, 
the trio of Simon Minshall (RAM), Josh 
Cirtina (RNCM Junior) and James Buckle 
(RAM) each delivered highly committed 
performances to an adjudication panel of 
Dick Tyack (formerly of Covent Garden), 
Lyndon Meredith (LPO) and Christian Jones 
(Opera North). By their verdict, the general 
standard of solo ability was declared 
‘staggering’ for such an untraditional 
solo instrument. The deserving winner 
was James Buckle, with charismatic 
performances of the set test, the first 
movement from Sonata for Bass Trombone 
by Timothy Bowers, and Eugene Bozza’s 
New Orleans, the latter being performed 
from memory with a confidence and an 
easy-going persona that warmed him to 
the packed room, to a standard that would 
have been worthy of a spot on the day’s 

main stage.
Running simultaneously with the 
competition was an orchestral workshop 
led by Mark Templeton and Pat Jackman. 
Working with students they presented 
a potted history of orchestral trombone 
music from Mozart (on sackbuts) to Mahler 
(on modern instruments), exhibiting an 
impressive range of versatility and skill.
The final feature of the morning was a 
recital from Matthew Gee (principal RPO) 
entitled Conquests. He chose to feature 
works by Folke Rabe, Oliver Rudland 
and Daniel Schnyder, in an adventurous 
programme which included handouts of 
a sample score and CD for the Rudland 
work, in an unashamed plug to bring new 
repertoire to the fore - and why not? It was 
delivered with assured confidence, with 
warmth and a touch of flamboyance to 
sign off. 
After a short lunch break, the Royal 
Academy’s own trombone choir provided a 
superbly sonorous and rhythmical rendition 
of Gordon Jacob’s Octet, which provided 
the ‘overture’ for Ian Bousfield’s early 
afternoon recital. Having recently departed 
the orchestral scene, Ian admitted that for 
the first time in 30 years he has all the time 
he needs to commit to new challenges, 
with more practice time now devoted 
to solo repertoire and performance. The 
first of these challenges was Gunnar de 
Frumerie’s Trombone Sonata, adapted from 
the original for cello. This tested the lyrical 
qualities of the instrument as well as the 
extreme high register, which Ian typically 
delivered with equal tone quality and 
projection throughout the entire range. He 
was able to find a cellist-like approach to 
phrasing and articulation, in direct contrast 
to the following contemporary composition 
from Rene Staar called Panic and Irony 
where the trombone was treated more like 
itself. Leading straight into Pierrot’s Dance 

from Die Tote Stadt, by Erich Korngold, 
provided a juxtaposition of modern 
pyrotechnics and effects against good old 
heart-filled melody, the latter performance 
really setting this artist apart from the 
ordinary. 
But what more conventional Bousfield 
way to finish than with ‘a bit of Bluebells’? 
Well, actually he confessed to have being 
banned from that particular piece, not that 
it stopped him getting a quick phrase in 
as part of his introduction to another one 
of Pryor’s party pieces. Annie Laurie was 
the substitute, executed with trademark 
virtuosity and panache.
Next up in Duke’s Hall was Gordon 
Campbell’s contribution as the jazz 
representative, and he chose to give an 
interesting lecture on styles of vibrato. 
It was a chance also to sample Gordon’s 
ever expanding record collection, as 
he enthusiastically chatted about and 
demonstrated the finer details of his 
personal heroes over short prepared clips 
of each, from Dorsey to Urbie Green.
If anyone was expecting a stereotypical 
brass band vibrato from the Black Dyke 
Trombone Quartet then they would 
have been disappointed. Instead they 
were provided with a dazzling display 
of technique and clinical ensemble in 
a light and cheerful programme. In his 
opening introduction, quartet leader 
Brett Baker confessed the more edgy 
and direct approach of the modern brass 
band trombonist might have worried 
Academy staff into having to reinforce 
the chandeliers. Brett needn’t worry as 
I’ve already had a good go at breaking 
them myself in my recent and early 
days as a trumpet student here, before 
being persuaded to adapt to the more 
conventional orchestral style!
A personal highlight of the day was Jörgen 
Van Rijen’s early evening recital, which 
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began with a perfectly crafted performance 
of the Albrechtsberger Concerto for Alto 
Sackbut, alongside the RAM Junior String 
Orchestra. In contrast, following this was 
a moving if not intriguing performance of 
Jacob ter Veldhuis‘ composition entitled 
I was like… wow. For accompaniment, 
the string orchestra was replaced with a 
laptop linked to a TV screen, from which 
was playing documentary video footage 
of an incident involving US soldiers 
during the Iraq war. As Jörgen explained 
in his introduction, the title comes from 
a quotation of a soldier in the film who 
is describing his experience of surviving 
a huge IED explosion, a very different 

perception of the word ‘wow’ to what 
might initially be thought. The soloist’s 
contribution (enhanced by live electronic 
sound processing with a delay effect) was 
to add musical expression to the ideas 
of the film, sometimes portraying the 
excitement and drama of young men 
fighting a war together. It also enhanced 
poignant moments, for example, where 
Jörgen van Rijen’s trombone wailed a 
haunting melody over a young solider 
recounting a near death experience: “I said 
a lot of things I thought would be my last 
words… and they turned out not to be,” he 
said between eerie reflective phrases.
This was a powerful and thought-

provoking way to end an intense but 
rewarding day. If all aspects of trombone 
playing could possibly be summed up in 
a single-day event, then Bob Hughes and 
his team have had a pretty good go. It is 
rare, even at the Royal Academy, to witness 
performances of such high distinction 
and quality in such quick succession. The 
enthusiasm and motivation for playing 
the trombone ran on into another mass 
blow which extended past the allocated 
hall booking, much to the annoyance 
of a waiting orchestra and despite the 
temptation of the Academy bar opening up 
downstairs! 
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